Persistent neural activity regulates Arc/Arg3.1 transcription in the dentate gyrus.
The activity-regulated cytoskeleton-associated gene (Arc, also known as Arg3.1) is an effector immediate-early gene rapidly induced by strong neural activity. Although a number of studies have revealed significant functions of Arc and Arc has come into widespread use as a neural activity marker in behavioral studies, the mechanisms regulating Arc transcription remain unclear. Here, we examined the conditions of Arc transcription in acute slices of dentate gyrus. Surprisingly, kainic acid (1 μM to 10 mM) application to slices did not induce Arc transcription, although intraperitoneal injection of kainic acid (20 mg/kg) induced robust Arc transcription. No types of high-frequency stimulation examined induced Arc transcription in acute slices. These findings indicate that Arc transcription is dramatically suppressed in acute slices of the dentate gyrus, in which background neural activity is markedly reduced. Burst stimulation increased the number of Arc-expressing cells in the presence of picrotoxin, in which excitation was maintained even after the end of stimulation. Moreover, the involvement of background neural activity in Arc transcription was tested by application of carbachol, a muscarinic receptor agonist. Carbachol also increased the number of Arc-expressing cells, which was blocked by atropine, a muscarinic receptor antagonist. Taken together, these findings suggest that persistent background activity is critical for Arc transcription.